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Abstract 
The knuckle is difficult to form for their complex structures and great changes in cross sections during forging process. In this 
paper, by using of DEFORM simulation technology, analysis was made on forging force and energy in the main forging stages 
of typical truck knuckle. In addition, analysis has also been done on force and energy requirements and eccentric load 
requirements. The purpose is to select suitable press and provide design basis for establishing truck knuckle forging production 
line which is high efficient and stable. As a result, 8000T hot die forging press was selected to produce truck knuckles.  
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1. Introduction 
As one of the main parts of automotive steering systemˈsteering knuckle is of forging pieces with compound 
shape, which is constitutive of three parts: fork, plate and rod. Due to its complicated structure and changeful cross 
section, it is difficult to deform steering knuckle by forging [1].  
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Generally, die forging hammer was adopted to forge steering knuckle in the past decades, however, in recent 
years, with the development of forging technology, many manufacturers begin to use hot die forging press to 
produce steering knuckle, which improves the whole productivity. In addition, there are also some enterprises 
adopt electric screw press to produce steering knuckle [2]. 
With the development of simulation technology, simulation software has been becoming the necessary tool for 
researchers to design structures and forging processes of steering knuckles. Depends on structures of the knuckle, 
there are two traditional ways to produce steering knuckles, i.e. horizontal forging and vertical extrusion forging. 
Someone analyzed different processes about knuckle hot extrusion comparatively, and the result showed that the 
process of upsetting-extrusion and forging possess the best filing capacity and deformation uniformity [3]. 
We can find that there are hardly any papers about how to select forging press to produce steering knuckles. In 
this paper, forging force and forging energy during the main forging stages of typical truck knuckle (disc steering 
knuckle) were analyzed by using of numerical simulation technology, which can provide calculation basis for 
process design of truck steering knuckle. At the same time, according to the force and energy analysis, forging 
press was selected, which is helpful to establish truck steering knuckle forging product line. 
2. Analysis on forging force and energy 
Disc steering knuckle is a kind of truck steering knuckle, 
and it has a big and thin plate, hence the large force is 
necessary to form disc steering knuckle. Therefore, disc 
steering knuckle is chosen as a typical forging piece for 
analyzing in this paper, and the numerical simulation 
software DEFORM is used to simulate the whole process.  
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the disc steering knuckle. 
Obviously, according to the shape characteristic of disc 
steering knuckle, the forging process should include 
upsetting, extrusion, pre-forging and final forging. Thereto, 
the purposes of upsetting is mainly to remove scale and 
make the materials flow in advance, which small force is 
required. So just only extrusion, forging and finish forging 
process are analyzed in this paper 
2.1. Forging force calculation 
As shown in Figs. 2-4, simulation results of forging force during extrusion, pre-forging and final forging stages 
are figured. The abscissa represents the stroke of the ram, thereto, right end indicates the bottom position of the ram, 
and the ordinate represents the force value.  
The simulation results show that the maximum force in extrusion stage is 61000 kN, the maximum force in pre-
forging stage is 56340 kN, and the maximum force in final forging stage is 64200 kN. 
Fig. 1. Structure of disc steering knuckle knuckle. 
Fig. 3. Stroke-force curve during pre-forging stage. Fig. 2. Stroke-force curve during extrusion stage. 
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2.2. Forging energy calculation 
As shown in Figs. 5-7, simulation results of forging energy during extrusion, forging and final forging stages are 
figured. The abscissa represents the stroke of the ram, thereto, right end indicates the bottom position of the ram, 
and the ordinate represents energy value. 
According to these figures, 788 kJ forging energy is expended during extruding stage or so with the valid stroke 
is 120 mm, and 295 kJ forging energy with 35 mm valid stroke during pre-forging stage, and 103 kJ energy with 
less than 10 mm valid stroke during final forging stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Stroke-force curve during final forging stage. 
Fig. 6. Stroke-energy curve during pre-forging stage. Fig. 5. Stroke-energy curve during extrusion stage. 
Fig. 7. Stroke-energy curve during final forging stage. 
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2.3. Analysis on relationship between forging force and forging energy 
Comparing the force value and the energy value during extrusion, pre-forging and final forging stages 
respectively, we found that the force for final forging is larger than that of the extrusion and pre-forging, but the 
energy for final forging is much smaller than that of the extrusion and pre-forging. All these results are right 
consistent with the forming characteristics of steering knuckle. 
When steering knuckle is forged, it needs to be extruded out the main bar and the flange sections during 
extruding stage, which creates large deformation, with the result that expends quantity of equipment energy. The 
force value in pre-forging is not large, because the materials deformation in pre-forging stage is smaller than that of 
extruding stage, also because of the characteristics of pre-forming. During the final forging stage, larger force is 
required make the materials flowing to the corner of the mould. Meanwhile low energy is required in final forging 
stage because of less deformation rate than that of extruding and pre-forging stages. 
According to above analysis, following process parameters are required to forge disc steering knuckle: 
 
 Forging force (kN) Energy (kJ) Valid stroke (mm) 
Extrusion stage 61000 788 120 
Pre-forging stage 56340 295 35 
Final forging stage 64200 103 10 
 
The above-mentioned parameters are the basis of selection for forging press. 
3. Analysis on selection of forging press 
The most important factor to select forging press is to meet requirements of forging process, which includes 
force, energy, eccentric load and so on. In addition, quality of forging pieces, die life-span, convenient operation, 
cycle time, maintenance, economical factor and so on are also should be take into account. This paper will focus on 
two main factors to discuss, including forging force and energy, and eccentric load. 
3.1. Forging force and energy 
In order to select press, forging force and 
energy should be calculated firstly, because 
press-selection must meet the requirements of 
the largest force and energy calculated above-
mentioned. At the same time, the press 
capacity should have enough margin. 
Refer to the largest force calculated before 
done, a type of hot die forging press which 
nominal force is 8000T can be selected. This 
type press can output 8000T nominal force 
when its crank was in the position at 6.45 mm 
distance to the bottom position (The nominal 
force stroke is 6.45 mm). In order to check if 
the press can meet forging process conditions, 
not only the nominal output force of the press 
must meet requirements, but also the nominal 
force stroke should meet requirements. 
Because the forging force needed in final forging stage is the largest one, the comparison between the calculated 
force in the final forging stage and the allowable force of 8000T press is shown in Fig.8, in which the abscissa 
represents stroke, thereto, left end indicates the bottom position of the ram, and the ordinate represents force. The 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the force. 
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red curve is the rated output force of the press, and the blue curve is the calculated force in the final forging stage. 
Fig. 8 shows the force required for the final forging stage is in the range of the rated force of the press. 
In addition, the energy storage of hot die forging press is achieved by high-speed rotating flywheel. Rotating 
speed of flywheel drops down and outputs energy when the ram punches the forging piece, and the motor outputs 
energy to the flywheel for energy storage when the ram goes up and during the process interval. Therefore, the hot 
die forging press can output nominal energy only in certain working frequency. 
Fig. 9 is the allowable output energy of 8000T hot 
die forging press in different stroke number. This 
figure shows the press can output about 2900 KJ 
energy when stroke number is 5 times/min, and 
output energy will drop down sharply when the 
stroke number is over five.  
In Fig. 9, the required energy during extruding, 
pre-forging and final forging are indicated with dots. 
The Fig.9 shows the required forging energy is much 
smaller than allowable energy of the press. The 
adequate energy reservation of the press ensures 
energy consumption in extrusion stage, which is the 
reason that the hot die forging press is suitable for 
deformation of extrusion. 
Through the above analysis of force and energy, 
it is obvious that the 8000T hot die forging press is 
suitable for forging disc steering knuckle. 
3.2. Eccentric load 
No matter what kind of press, it is important to operate properly and maintain well, which can reduce 
mechanical problems, prolong work life, ensure quality of forging products, and avoid accidents. Overload will 
have bad impacts on press, die and forging pieces, so avoiding overload is very important. 
So, after the force and energy parameters of equipment meets forging process requirements, the eccentric load 
must be taken into account, and must accord with the eccentric graph strictly to ensure that the forging center is in 
the range of the eccentric load.  
                                                                                                                                         
Fig. 10 shows the check-graph for eccentric 
load of 8000T hot die forging press (by 
overlapping of eccentric load curve and die 
arrangement graph), in which the elliptic rings 
represent different range of allowable force, and 
three side-by-side dies represent extruding, pre-
forging and final forging dies. Elliptic eccentric 
load curve of this type press has good capability of 
resistance to partial load, thence it is suitable to 
forge forging pieces which need multi-step 
forming.  
The comparative results shows that the 
eccentric load of 8000T hot die forging press can 
meet the forging process requirements of disc 
steering knuckle. 
Fig. 9. Allowable energy. 
Fig. 10. Check graph for eccentric load (PH-nominal force). 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, by using of numerical simulation technology, analysis was made on forging force and energy in 
the main forging stages of typical truck knuckle-disc steering knuckle, hence, it provides calculation basis for 
forging process design of truck knuckle. 
On the basis of force and energy calculation, analysis has been done on force and energy requirements and 
eccentric load requirements. The results are shown as following: By using 8000T hot die forging press and 
adopting side-by-side die arrangement, forging force and energy are within the nominal load of the press and 
eccentric load meets the requirements of the ram also, which means long-term use of press is guaranteed. Overall, 
8000T hot die forging press is suitable to produce truck knuckles.  
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